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Comment on “What Determines the Static Force
Chains in Stressed Granular Media?”

Generic packings of frictional disks or spheres are
hyperstatic: there are more degrees of freedom in the
contact forces than are fixed by the conditions of mechani-
cal equilibrium. This implies that the history of packing
preparation affects the internal structure and elastic
response of frictional granular materials [1,2]. Such studies
imply that a measure of packing fabric is necessary to
model the solid behavior of granular materials, but the form
of relevant internal variables is debated [3–5]. In a recent
Letter [6], Gendelman, Pollack, Procaccia, Sengupta, and
Zylberg (GPPSZ) claim to solve a strong version of this
problem, presenting an equation from which the forces can
be determined, given the positions of all particles and their
radii. GPPSZ emphasize that their result (i) does not require
the transverse force law, and (ii) does not involve the
distances between particle centers, since these cannot be
precisely determined in experiments. While their analysis,
and claim (i), are correct, we show here that claim (ii) is
false; in fact, the solution proposed by GPPSZ requires that
particle radii and positions are known to the precision of the
deformations at contacts, a feat impossible in experiments.
This result can simply be established by a scaling

analysis of the equations in Ref. [6]. We take units with
the mean grain diameter hσi ¼ 1 and rescale applied forces
and torques by the pressure, p, which must also be the scale
of the contact forces jfi to be determined. Then the main
equation of Ref. [6] takes the form

Gjfi ¼ p

�
�
�
�

−jFexti
ðκpÞQjσi

�

; ð1Þ

where jFexti is a vector of rescaled external forces and
torques, jσi is a vector of geometrical quantities linearly
related to grain radii, Q and G are matrices that involve
Oð1Þ geometrical quantities, and κ ≫ p is the grain stiff-
ness. The term involving Qjσi contains the nontrivial
geometrical constraints, one for each loop in the packing.
For the linear elastic forces considered by GPPSZ, the
quantity Δ≡ p=κ is the typical magnitude of grain defor-
mations; for a typical experiment, Δ≲ 10−5 [7]. Thus from
(1) one would naively expect that either (i) jfi ∼ p=Δ,
which is far too large, or (ii) G−1 has an anomalously small
projection onto Qjσi, which is impossible since G is
nominally independent of geometry at the scale of the
contacts, in particular, the scale κ. In fact neither of these
possibilities occurs: the mechanism by which jfi ∼ p, as
required, is that the vector Qjσi must be OðΔÞ everywhere
in the packing. This is equivalent to the statement that all
grain radii and grain positions must be specified to a
precisionOðΔÞ, the scale of particle deflections. If one had
access to such data, one could determine the normal forces
directly, without invoking Eq. (1).

To quantitatively demonstrate our result, we imple-
mented Eq. (1) and tested its susceptibility to simulated
experimental noise. With a standard DEM code we pre-
pared packings over a range of Δ from 10−6 to 10−1 [8].
We then added Gaussian noise of amplitude ξ to the
grain radii, and measured the relative error in predicted
contact forces fpred from the true ones, f (Fig. 1). As
expected from Eq. (1), only when ξ≲ Δ is the relative error
hðfpred − fÞ2i1=2=f much smaller than 1; for larger noise
the predicted forces are not even of the correct magnitude.
We have shown that Eq. (1) is not useful for obtaining all

the forces from geometrical information. If, somehow, the
normal forces are known, then the equilibrium equations
can be used to obtain the transverse forces, showing that the
transverse force law is indeed redundant.
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FIG. 1. (a) Relative error in predicted forces versus noise ξ, for
Δ ≈ 10−6. (b) Collapse of all data hðfpred − fÞ2i1=2=hfi versus
ξ=Δ. Dashed line is 0.3ξ=Δ.
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